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Abstract
Taking the practice of cross-border gestational surrogacy in Japan as its focus, this paper explores how this assisted reproductive technology may render children born through this method of reproduction to be at an increased risk of statelessness. Japan’s de facto prohibition on gestational surrogacy compels many to pursue cross-border surrogacy arrangements, but because Japanese laws on maternity and paternity have not kept pace with advances in biomedical technology, children who have no control over the circumstances of their birth are left with an uncertain legal status upon arrival in their intended home country of Japan. Fortunately, Japan is well-positioned to address this issue, and through the establishment a domestic regulatory framework, Japan could reduce and prevent cross-border surrogacy-related statelessness before the numbers of children affected begin to swell.
1. Introduction

This paper calls attention to an emerging area of research with respect to statelessness in Japan: cross-border gestational surrogacy. To begin, an explanation of gestational surrogacy and a brief overview of the global surrogacy industry is provided. Following from this, the practice of gestational surrogacy in Japan is discussed to explain how Japanese children born through surrogacy are placed at risk of statelessness. Three approaches that Japan could employ in response to this growing area of concern are then explored. This paper argues that the absence of formal regulation of gestational surrogacy in Japan compels those who wish to have children via surrogacy to seek out the services of overseas surrogates, which in turn places the children born through such arrangements at a high risk of statelessness upon arrival in Japan.

2. What is Gestational Surrogacy?

Gestational surrogacy is an assisted reproductive technology (ART) whereby an individual or couple, unable to procreate, enter into contract with a woman (the surrogate) to carry to term a baby that has been conceived by having an egg fertilized outside the uterus via in vitro fertilization implanted in the surrogate’s uterus. The gametes used in these arrangements may come from the intended parents or anonymous donors, such that five different parties may be involved in the conception and birth of a child. Gestational surrogacy was first reported in 1985, and with the global expansion of this commercial practice, ART has blossomed into a global industry estimated to generate $6 billion USD annually.

Until recently, India was recognized as the premiere destination for commercial surrogacy, with more than 3,000 clinics generating an annual collective revenue of $400 million USD. However, following exclusionary legislation introduced in 2013, Thailand briefly replaced India as the so-called womb of Asia until all forms of international surrogacy were banned by the military government in July 2015. Owing to the barriers encountered in either India or Thailand, countries like Poland, Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Mexico, Nepal, and Cambodia are now emerging as major commercial surrogacy destinations.

A key challenge with respect to this ART is identifying the legal parent(s) of a child given that surrogacy may implicate up to five parties, thus complicating the historical view of parentage and child creation as involving only one woman and one man. Currently, there is no consensus among states as to how legal parentage in a surrogacy contract is to be identified. For those seeking to evade the scrutiny of a home country that prohibits surrogacy or champions strict familial norms by pursuing surrogacy abroad, the conceived child is
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at risk of being denied legal recognition and is hence at risk of statelessness upon the family’s return home. For this reason, even if the intended parents are identified as the child’s parents on a birth certificate obtained in the country of birth, “incompatible [inter-state] norms complicate or foreclose altogether the recognition of parental statuses on which rights to transmit citizenship...are predicated”\(^9\), and it is this legal quandary that places such children at risk of statelessness in Japan.

3. Gestational Surrogacy in Japan

In contemporary Japan, an increase in delayed marriage and late-in-life pregnancy have triggered what commentators refer to as “a crisis of ultra-low fertility rates”,\(^11\) and these issues create a demand for gestational surrogacy.\(^12\) Further, Japanese women endure societal pressures to reproduce for reasons of maintaining the family line, curbing the declining birth rate, and conforming to conservative ideals of parenthood,\(^13\) all of which place an undue responsibility on women to procreate. Beyond these pressures, the government fears that the declining birth rate will imperil economic growth and increase the cost of social welfare programs. Some officials have even labelled women as “birth machines”,\(^14\) underscoring the outmoded expectations levied at Japanese women from certain corners. Despite these pressures there is a \textit{de facto} prohibition on gestational surrogacy in Japan, but for those unable to procreate by traditional methods, cross-border surrogacy presents a viable option.

Gestational surrogacy is neither legal nor illegal in Japan,\(^15\) rather guidelines and legal opinions proffered by professional associations and government have seen the practice of this specific ART forbidden. Beginning in 2003, the Japan Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology (JSOG) issued guidelines advising its members not to perform gestational surrogacy at risk of losing their membership and their license to practice medicine.\(^16\) Later that year, both the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare and the Ministry of Justice issued reports calling for the prohibition of surrogacy, with this opinion further supported in 2007 by the Science Council of Japan and the Japan Federation of Bar Associations.\(^17\) In 2008, Japan’s ART Review Committee repeated the call to prohibit the practice of gestational surrogacy, and in 2014 the Liberal Democratic Party put forth a proposal calling for the prohibition of surrogacy except for in exceptional circumstances.\(^18\) Even so, because
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there is no statutory regulation regarding surrogacy in Japan, people are free to avail the services of an overseas surrogate, and do so without realizing the potential consequences this may have for their child.

To avoid abstraction, the case of baby Manji is instructive to better understand how cross-border surrogacy places children at risk of statelessness in Japan. In 2008, Manji was born in India through gestational surrogacy to Japanese parents that had divorced prior to her birth. The father was genetically related to Manji but because the couple had used a third-party donated ovum the intended mother was not. The father wanted to raise Manji despite having divorced the intended mother one month prior to the birth, but when returning to Japan the Japanese embassy refused to issue a Japanese passport to Manji and sought to use the surrogate’s nationality to determine that of Manji’s. However, neither the intended mother, the anonymous ovum donor, nor the surrogate had parental rights, and because India only issues passports to those with Indian parents, Manji was also ineligible for Indian nationality. Approximately two months after Manji’s birth a Japanese humanitarian visa was issued allowing her to enter Japan whereupon the Japanese government had promised to grant her nationality once the father’s paternity had been formally established. However, it remains unclear whether this child was ever granted Japanese nationality.

To clarify, Japanese nationality is premised on the principle of jus sanguinis (right of blood), and parentage as recorded in the Koseki (Family Registration) is the principle basis upon which Japanese nationality is transmitted. Japanese jurisprudence has established that gestation is the basis for maternity whereas the Civil Code holds that a presumption founded on marriage serves as the basis for paternity. Because Japan recognized the Indian surrogate as Manji’s mother, and because Manji’s father was not the surrogate’s husband such that no presumption founded on marriage would hold, both the maternal and paternal transmission of nationality were foreclosed, leaving Manji with an uncertain legal status in her intended home country of Japan.

Although this is only one example, as of 2011 it was documented that more than 100 Japanese couples had pursued surrogacy overseas, many of whom encountered issues with respect to the status of their children. Yet, because Japan has no statutory framework regulating cross-border surrogacy, people will continue to avail the services of overseas surrogates and in so doing place their children at risk of statelessness.

4. What can be done?

Moving forward, there are at least three approaches Japan can take to remedy these issues. First, Japan could follow the example of several European countries and notify ART clinics abroad to no longer provide services to their nationals. However, there is evidence to suggest that nationals of these countries continue to
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pursue cross-border surrogacy, not to mention that clinics may choose to ignore such prescriptions when motivated by the primacy of the economic imperative.

Elsewhere, and in keeping with its responsibilities under ‘Article 3(1)’ of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Japan could resolve the uncertain legal status of these children by treating the child’s best interests as paramount when determining nationality. However, as Margalit reminds us, local jurisdictions are free to interpret what those best interests are, thereby undermining the cross-border purchase of such international treaties. Finally, and as Wolf has called for, Japan could establish a framework to legalize and regulate surrogacy to avoid the problems discussed herein. If legalized, a more conducive environment for domestic surrogates would likely be created, thereby increasing the number of domestic surrogates and lowering the cost of service. As well, because Japan has a highly developed healthcare system and one of the lowest maternal mortality rates globally, it is better able to provide comprehensive health services to the surrogate, the child, and the intended parents alike. Furthermore, the thousands spent on overseas services would remain in Japan, and the potential exploitation of surrogates in low-income countries would be altogether avoided.

5. Conclusion

The absence of any formal regulation of gestational surrogacy in Japan has the two-fold effect of compelling those who wish to have children via surrogacy to seek overseas surrogates, which in turn places the children born of such arrangements at high risk of statelessness upon arrival in Japan. Granted, the number of children in such a predicament is likely minimal, but it is precisely because this population is so small that Japan should act to reduce and prevent statelessness brought about by cross-border surrogacy. Nevertheless, until reforms are implemented, children will continue to be arbitrarily punished for the circumstances of their birth, and the number of children so affected will continue to grow.